Intimidator Spot
355Z IRC X2
This moving head combo pack includes 2 Intimidator Spot
355Z IRC fixtures in one road case. The case’s tall lid allows
the included hanging brackets to remain on the fixtures
during transportation, saving time on installation and takedown. The case has an additional central storage
compartment perfect for storing cables, clamps, brackets or
other accessories. Multiple cases can be stacked saving floor
space and dual handles on each side make maneuvering
easy. Locking casters prevent accidental rolling and the
elastically hinged lid ensures the strap never gets caught
when closing the lid.
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Highlights
Exceptionally bright, 90 W LED moving head spot designed for large events
Motorized zoom for short-throw or long-throw applications
Simple navigation and full text readout with the high-contrast, full-color LCD display
Includes a FREE wedding-ready gobo pack that can be installed quickly and easily
Works with the IRC-6 for wireless control and triggering
Power link multiple units to save time running extension cords
Easy-access gobo door allows for quick gobo changes without opening the fixture
Emit crisp projections at almost any distance using the motorized focus
3-facet rotating prism splits the beam for great effects and to cover a larger area
Built-in effect macros and move-in-black feature minimizes programming time
Activate built-in, automated and sound-activated programs, or control in DMX or
Master/Slave mode
Project light where you want it with user-selectable pan and tilt ranges
Fits best in the CHS-50 VIP Gear Bag
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 9 or 15
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Pan and Tilt: 540°/270°
Pan and Tilt Ranges: 540°, 360°, 180° pan/270°, 180°, 90° tilt
Colors: 8 + white, split colors, continuous scroll at variable speeds
Gobos: 7 + open (5 metal + 2 glass), rotating, interchangeable, indexing, slot-n-lock, continuous scroll at variable speeds
Light Source: 1 LED (white) 90 W (3.2 A), 50,000 hours life expectancy
Strobe Rate: 0 to 23 Hz
PWM Frequency: 2 kHz
Illuminance: (10°): 35,225 lux @ 2 m (17°): 11,800 lux @ 2 m
Power Linking: 4 units @ 120 V; 7 units @ 230 V
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 309 W, 3.2 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz 283 W, 1.6 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Gobo Size: 24 mm outside, 20 mm image, 1.1 mm max thickness
Zoom Angle: (motorized): 10° to 17°
Weight: 27.4 lb (12.4 kg)
Size: 13.4 x 9.7 x 18 in (340 x 248 x 456 mm)
Approvals: CE
Optional Controllers: IRC-6
Prism: 3-facet round, static, bidirectional rotation at variable speeds

What's Included
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